
READERSHIP// N/A 

REACH// 250,000

CORE TARGET// MYER ONE MEMBERS

CHANNELS// MAGAZINE, IPAD MAGAZINE APP, DIGITAL MAGAZINE

ROI INDEX//  7%

THE CATEGORY// FASHION - MENSWEAR

THE PRODUCT//  MENSWEAR RANGE AT MYER

THE CLIENT//  MYER

THE CAMPAIGN//  WINTER MENSWEAR FEATURE

CASE STUDY//  SNAPSHOT
THE STATSCASE STUDY #06

The feature received outstanding 
customer and industry feedback, 
and the ‘$20 Off ’ insert voucher 
included in the magazine resulted 
in over $2.2 million of sales for the 
duration of the 30 day promotion.
This was a redemption rate of 7%. 

We utilised the expertise of stylist Kim 
Payne and photographer Steven Chee 
to help create the 8-page feature with 2 
models which was shot at two different 
locations and in studio. 

Following the men’s business customer 
research, the business identified 
that the affluent female MYER One 
customer played a major role in the 
decision-making process on menswear 
purchases.

THE CHALLENGE THE SOLUTION THE RESULTS

THE DELIVERY

MAGAZINE 
8-page advertorial feature within MYER EMPORIUM 
magazine, to showcase their key trends for A/W

BOUNCE BACK CARD 
We also included an offer on a 

perforated bounce back card.



A LITTLE BIT MORE...

8-PAGE ADVERTORIAL

The response was overwhelming. Not 
only did the feature receive outstanding 
customer and industry feedback, but the 
‘$20 Off ’ insert voucher included in the 
magazine resulted in over $2.2 million 
of sales for the duration of the 30 day 
promotion! This was a redemption rate 
of 7%. 

The feature included a bounce back 
card on harder stock with a perforated 
pop out card containing an offer and a 
barcode to be scanned at point of sale 
so we could measure the success of the 
campaign. 
The pop out card was designed to 
be the size of a business card so that 
shoppers could easily store the card in 
their wallet. 

With the research results in mind, 
MYER Emporium magazine became 
the perfect platform to create an 
advertorial which would:
•	 Inspire purchase 
•	 Highlight key trends of the season 
•	 Showcase MYER’s portfolio of 

brands 
•	 Create an educational 

environment on ‘how to’ achieve a 
look including styling tips. 

•	 Include a ‘call-to-action’ to drive 
sales and test and measure results. 

THE CHALLENGE THE SOLUTION THE RESULTS


